We Ricky Ponting concede
is it possible 2
call an end 2 a
delusion, a single minded
quest 4 vengeance,
2 unpin a fixation just
like that
wlers always think its out
what about the
threads of obsession left
dangling or whipping about
with no stay to hold them
taut, safe a heart once
hungry, hungry again, always
still hungry returns to kingstown

constructing width

arcane (commentary) judgement
moby dick doesnt strike mes a fairytale

waiting at the intersection of
queensberry n swanston 4
a platypus i observe a small stupid
dog in the passenger seat
of a red mazda 2 hatch talking
sprint 2 the boundary
2 the driver – well, not
very ball defended x the
talking as such but communing.
In the back seat a mans
er theres an ad 4 the
looking stupidly out the window.
2013 season of the block
Later i see the ladyd
video stirred up
been driving walking
the horses n goats on the savannah amla moving across the crease
with the dog
past the perserverance
waca scoreboard

upon impact stumps
light up boys
bails
bats light up when ya nail a ramp
how do we become gods
the oysters gaze?

pre maternal
post maternal
m not ready to explain this.

as if arturo belano, ulises lima, garcia madero n
lupe decided to forget the search 4 cesarea tinajero
n return the impala or the critics peletier n espinoza
chose to forget archimboldi n stick with their whores
as if rob oconnor gave up painting portraits of birmingham fielder n batter chris 'out for a duck’
whittock n
started painting upside down magritte replicas
as if ahab gave the command to return to nantucket
saying to starbuck or to stubb forget the whale the
whales unimportant
what matterss the lives of these people n m dignity
as if salvador allende rather than placing a submachine
gun between his kneesd opted 4 exile

